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Abst rac t - -The  difference in tht title is examined in two ways. First, the diophantine quation 
x(x + 1).. .  (x + n - 1) = yn + k is considered for integral variables with x ~ 1, y > 1, and n > 2. 
We show that for any k, there are only a finite number of x, y, and n satisfying this, and that, in 
fact, y < Ikl and n < elkl. Better restrictions on the solutions are also found. In particular, y and n 
are both O(IklU3 ). Second, we look at the value of y that minimizes Ix(x + 1)...  (x + n - 1) - yn I 
and try to find a range for x when a simple formula for such a y exists. We show that the y that 
minimizes the difference is y = x + [(n - 1)/2] when x is of order at least n 2. This is enhanced to 
show that this formula for y holds when x ~ (n 2 - 1)/(24d) + (13d/10) + O(1/n 2) (where d = 1/2 
for odd n and d = 1 for even n) and does not hold when x is smaller than this. (~) 2000 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much work  has been done on the  quest ion of whether  the  product  of consecut ive  integers can be 
the  power  of an integer  [1, pp. 679-680; 2, pp. 146-149]. Th is  cu lminated  in the  proof  [3] that  
th is  can never  happen (except  in the  t r iv ia l  cases). 
Th is  work  led me to consider  the  fol lowing quest ion:  how close can the  product  of  n consecut ive  
integers be to the  n th power  of  an integer? I looked at this quest ion  in two dif ferent ways, and 
these became the  sub ject  of  th is  paper.  
(1) How often is the  product  of  n consecut ive integers close to an n th power? 
(2) When is there  a s imple formula  for the  integer whose n th power  is closest to  the  product  
of  n consecut ive  integers? 
The  answers to these quest ions are fair ly s imple. 
(1) Hard ly  ever. 
(2) When the  n consecut ive  integers s tar t  at  an integer that  is of order  n 2. 
To s ta te  the  results  more  precisely, we in t roduce some notat ion.  
We wr i te  x n for the  product  of  the  n consecut ive integers s tar t ing  at x, so 
x ~ = x (x  + 1) . . .  (x + n -  1). 
This work was begun as an undergraduate at UCLA under David Cantor and Basil Gordon, and finished as a 
graduate student at USC under Solomon Golomb. All of them (especially Sol) have my heartfelt gratitude for 
their encouragement and support. 
0898-1221/00/$ - see front matter (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by .A.A/~S-TEX 
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To answer question (1), we consider the diophantive quation 
x(x + l ) . . . (x  + n -1)  =y~ + k 
for integers x, y, n, and k w i thx  > 1, y > 1, and n > 2. For fixed k and n, it is natural to 
expect that there are only a finite number of x and y satisfying this equation; this is true and 
will be proved. However, and this is surprising, for any fixed k there are only a finite number 
of x, y, and n satisfying this equation. The bounds are actually quite reasonable. We first prove 
that y < Ikl and n < elk I. This is then refined to y _< (21kl) 1/3 + 1 and n <<_ e((21kl) 1/3 q- 1) except 
for a small number of explicitly determined cases. 
The answer to question (2) is also easy to state. The integer y whose n th power minimizes 
Ix - yn I is 
whenever 
o l  
x> 24d T+-TO -+O ' 
where d = 1 if n is odd and d = 1/2 if n is even; this formula for y does not hold when x does 
not exceed the bound. This result is proved in stages: we first prove that the formula for y holds 
whenever x > n2/4; we then show that the formula holds when x k (n 2 -- 1)/(24d) - (n -  1) /2+6d 
and does not hold when x _< (n 2 - 1)/(24d) - (n - 1)/2 - 2d. We finally refine these results to 
get the stated result. 
There are two conjectures in this paper that I have not been able to prove that are supported 
by extensive computations. They are as follows. 
(cl) The diophantine quation 
x(x  + 1) . . .  (x + n - 1) = y" - ym 
(c2) 
NOTE. 
for integers x, y, n, and m with x k 1, y _> 1, and n > m > 0 has as its complete set of 
solutions {n = 2,m = 1,y = x + 1}, {n = 3,m = 1,y = x + 1}, {n = 6, m = 2, x = 1, 
y -- 3}. This has been verified for all m when y is odd and for m < 30 when y is even. 
The range for x for which the formula for y holds has been verified for n _< 39 and it holds 
for all "large enough" n (because of the O(1/n2). I conjecture that this holds for all n. 
The end of a proof is indicated by | ,  and "lg" represents log 2. 
2. THE EQUATION x~ = yn+ k 
In this section, we will investigate the equation 
xn = y" + k, n > 2, x >_ l, y >>_ l, x ,y ,n ,  k all integers. (1) 
We will show first that, for fixed n and k, there are only a finite number of x and y satisfying (1) 
and give good bounds on x and y as functions of n and k. 
The fundamental inequality for x n is 
(n - 1) ) n 
(X 2+(n-1)x )  n/2 <X e_< x+ (2) 
The left side comes from grouping (x + j) with (x ÷ n - 1 - j )  and the right side from the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. 
These inequalities will be used together with the following lemmas, which allows the exponents 
that occur in inequalities deduced from (1), (2), and other results to be removed. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  O <_ a < b and n > 1, then 
n(b -  a)a n-1 < b n - a n < n(b -  a)b n-1. 
PROOF. Algebra for integer n, calculus for real n. | 
LEMMA 2. I ra  rn < b m + c where a > 0, b > 0, c >_ 0, and m >_ 1, then a < b + e / (mbm-1) .  
PROOF. Follows from Lemma 1. | 
We will now use (2) and these lemmas to derive bounds on x and y that  are functions of n 
and k. The basic idea is simple: either x < y < x + n - 1 or y is outside this range. If  y is inside 
the range, then y divides both x ~ and yn, so y divides their difference, which is k. I f  y is outside 
the range, then we will use (2) and the lemmas to derive very strong inequalities on x and y. 
The result is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. I f  (1) holds then the following are true. 
(A) I f  k = 0, there is no solution. 
(B) I f k  > O, then y < x + (n -1 ) /2  and 
1. i f  y > x, then y l k; 
2. if y <_ x, then x <_ (2k / (n (n  - -  1))) 1/(n-1). 
(C) I l k<O,  theny>xand 
1. if  y < x + n -1 ,  then y I lkl; 
2. i f y  >_ x+n-  1, then x <_ (21k l / (n (n -  1))) 1/(n-l) - (n -  1)/2, y _< Ikl 1/("-1) + 1/u, 
and Ikl > (n -  l /u )  '~-1. 
PROOF. 
(A) I fx  ~ =yn,  thenx  <y<x+n- l ,  o rx+l<y+l_<x+n- l ,  so thaty+l l  xa or 
y + 1 I yn, which is impossible. 
(B) Since k > 0, x n > y'~, so that,  by (2), y < x + (n - 1)/2. 
1. I f  y > x, then, as stated above, y I k. 
2. If y <_ x, then 
(x 2 + (n -  1)x) ~/2 < x ~ = y~ + k 
<xn+k 
or, using Lemma 2, 
x 2 + (n -  1)x _< x 2 + - -  
2k 
n X n-2) 
so that  x n-1 <~ 2k /n(n  - 1). 
(C) Since k < 0, x ~ < yn, so that,  by (2), y2 > x 2 + (n - 1)x, which implies that  y > x. 
1. I f  y < x + n - 1, then, as stated above, y I [kl. 
2. I f y>x+n- l ,  then 
(x+n-  1) n _< yn = x ~_  k = x ~ + Ik[ 
_< (x+(n-1) )  '~ + Ikl 
or, using Lemma 2, 
x + n - l < x + - -  
(n - 1) Ikt + 
2 + ( .  - I ) /2 ) - -1 )  
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so that 
Since 
(n - 1) )  n-1 21kl 
x + ~ < n(n - 1"---~)" 
yn < (x+ (n -1) )  n 
- 7 + Ikl 
( 21kl )o/(o-1) 
< \n(n  - g + Ikl 
< ikp/( -l) + Ikl, 
Y < iklW(n_l) + 1 
n 
From the above inequality, since y > x + n - 1 > n, n < Ikl 1/(n-1) + 1In. | 
This certainly shows that, for fixed k and n, there are only a finite number of x and y satisfy- 
ing (1). However, this can be extended to show that, for any k, there are only a finite number 
of n, x, and y satisfying (1). 
This is done using the following result, which converts a bound on y to a bound on n. 
LEMMA 3. I f  y < f(lk[), where f ( z )  >_ Z l/n, then n < e f([k[). 
PROOF. Since 2(n/e) n < n! and Ikl ___ f~(Ikl), 
2 < x" = y~ + k </~( tk l )  + Ikl 
_< f~(lk[) + fn([kl) = 2f~(lk[). | 
Using this, we can easily show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. I f  (1) holds then n < elk I. 
PROOF. In all cases of Theorem 1, y _< Ikl. From Lemma 3, n < elk I. | 
We now derive some results that reduce the range of values that the solutions to (1) can have. 
The first result, which is related to Lemma 3, is a simple one that gives a bound on n when y 
and k are known. 
THEOREM 3. In any solution to (1), 
1. if  k > O, then 
A. if  y = l, then n! <_ k + l; 
B. i f y  > 1, then n < max(ey, ln(k) / ln(y)) ;  
2. if  k < O, then n < ey. 
PROOF. Uses 2(n/e) n < n! < x ~ as in Lemma 3. | 
The next result gives bounds on n which, in a sense, do not depend on k but on the primes 
that divide k. This result is stated in terms of the maximum exponent function E(m,  p) defined 
for integers m and p with m ¢ 0 and p prime by pE(m,p) I m and pE(m,p)+l X m. 
THEOREM 4. I ra  prime p divides k in a solution of (1), then E(n! ,p)  < E(k ,p) .  
PROOF. We use the well-known result 
[logp n] 
Z n - i  
j=l -p -1  
Let a = E(n! ,p) ,  b = E(k ,p) ,  and c = E(y,p) .  We will assume that a > b and derive a 
contradiction. 
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Suppose a > b. Since pb divides both k and x n (since a > b and n! divides xn), pb divides their 
difference, which is yn. Since pb+l divides x ~ (since a > b) and pb+l does not divide k (since 
b = E(k,p)) ,  pb+l does not divide yn, their difference. Thus, E(yn,p)  = b so that  
b = E(yn ,p)  = nE(y ,p )  ~ n. 
But 
n -1  
n < b < a -  1 = E(n!,p) - 1 < - -  - 1, 
p -1  
an impossibi l ity since n _> 2 and p >_ 2. We must thus have a _< b as claimed. | 
This theorem has max imum util ity when p is small, as shown by the following corollaries. 
I f  (1) holds and p divides k, then 
1. E(u!,p) <_ logp ]ki; 
2. n <_ pE(k ,p )  +p-  1; 
3. n_<p logp ik  I+p-1 ;  
4. if E(k,p)  = 1, then n _< 2p - 1; 
5. if k mod 4 = 2, then n _< 3; 
6. if k is even, then n < 2.89 log Ikl + 1; 
7. if 3 _< p _< x /~,  then n _< 3v /~-  1. 
These results show that,  in many cases, n is quite small compared with I ki, often of order ln(Ik]). 
Corol lary 7 follows from Corollary 3 and 
n <p l°giki +p-  1 < 3 x /~- [ -  1, 
- l ogp  
since p/ logp  is increasing for 3 < p < V /~ and equals v'~l/(log(lkl)/2) when p = X /~.  It also 
shows that  the only possible case when n might not be small compared with Iki occurs when Ikl 
is prime. This leads to some interesting discussions, which may be considered elsewhere. 
The results in Parts  B2 and C2 of Theorem 1 show that,  in these cases, x and y are of order 
Ikl 1~(n-l). We will now show that,  in Cases B1 and C1, x and y are of order Ikl 1/3 except in 
certain special cases. 
We will assume from now on that  n _> 3 since, when n = 2, (1) becomes 4k + 1 = (2x + 1 - 
2y)(2x + 1 + 2y) so that  solving (1) is equivalent o factoring 4k + 1. 
I fx  < y < x+n-1  in (1), theny ,  y+l ,  and y -1  all d iv idex  n. Thus, these values all 
divide yn + k so that  
kmody = k + lmody-  1 = k + ( -1 )  nmody + 1 = 0. (3) 
We will now find the necessary and sufficient conditions on k and y so that  (3) holds. 
THEOREM 5. The congruences (3) hold if and only if  there exists an integer c (which must  be 
even if  y is even) such that  
c (y2 _ 1) (1 + ( -1 )  n) (y -  1) 
k=y 2 2 -1  ) 
or, splitting into cases and writing 2c for c when y is even, 
if  n is even and y is even, k --- y(c(y 2 - 1) - y); 
i f  n is even and y is odd, k = fl(c(y 2 - 1)/2 - y); 
i fn  is odd and y is even, k = y(c(y 2 - 1) - 1); 
i fn  is odd and y is odd, k = y(c(y 2 - 1)/2 - 1). 
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PROOF. By direct substitution, the indicated expressions for k satisfy (3). We complete the 
proof by showing that (3) implies that k is of the stated form. 
Since k mod y = 0, there is an integer a such that k = ay. Since k + i mod y - 1 = 0, 
0 = ay+ lmody-  1 = a+ lmody-  1, 
so there is an integer b such that a + 1 = b(y - 1), which implies that k = y(b(y - 1) - 1). Since 
k + ( -1)n mody + 1 = 0, 
0 = k + (-1)n mody + 1 
= y(b(y -  1) - 1) + ( -1 )nmody + 1 
= 2b+ 1+ ( -1)  nmody + 1, 
so that there is an integer c such that 
2b+l+( -1 )n=c(y+l ) .  
If y is even, then c must be even since the left side is always even. Substituting the expression 
for b into the expression for k gives the first result. 
Considering the four cases following, and using 2c for c when y is even gives the remaining 
cases. | 
We can now prove the statement about y usually being of order ]kl 1/3. 
THEOREM 6. I f  (3) holds and y >_ 2, then 
(y -  1) 3 < 21k] 
except in these three cases: n is even and k = y = 3, n is even and k = _y2, n is odd and k = -y .  
PROOF. The proof involves considering each of the four cases in Theorem 5 as having three 
possibilities--c = 0, c > 1, and c _< -1.  Only the case n even and y odd is done here--the others 
are similar. 
The equation for k is 
If c = 0, k = _y2. 
If c_> 1, k > 0 and 
k > Y ( (y2 -1) -  2 Y)  (y3 - 2y2 - 2 
(y - l )  3 (y2 -  4y+ 1) 
2 2 
I fy=3andc=l ,  thenk=3.  I fy>3,  theny2-4y+l>0sok>(y-1)3 /2 .  
If c < -1 ,  k < 0 and 
_ ~ Y = 
y3 (y _ 1)~ 
<--~ < 2 
(y3+2y2 -- y) 
This result, as shown in the next theorem, shows that the solutions to (1) have y of order Ik] 1/3 
at most. 
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THEOREM 7. In cases B1 and C1 of  Theorem 1, y < (2lkl) 1/3 + 1 and n < e((2lkl) 1/3 + 1) except 
when y = -k ,  y = -k  2, or x = 2,y = k = 3, and n = 3. 
PROOF. The only case not covered is k - y -- 3 for which (1) becomes x~ = 3 n + 3. Since 9 does 
not divide 3 ~ + 3, n < 5. Examining all the possibilities gives the stated result. | 
An interesting result about the solutions to (3), which will not be proved here, is that  there is, 
on the average, at most one solution to (3) for each value of k. More precisely, it can be shown 
that  the number of (k, y) pairs satisfying (3) with Ikl _< L is at most 2L + v~ + 2. 
3.  THE EQUATIONS x~= yn=k ym 
The cases k = -y  and k = _y2 found in Theorem 7 led me to consider the equations 
x ~=yn+ym,  x_> 1, y>2,  n>m>l  (4) 
and 
x n=y,~_ym,  x> 1, y>2,  n>m_>l .  (5) 
These equations are considered here and are substantially, but not completely solved. However, 
they are completely solved for the cases m -- 1 and m = 2 that occur in Theorem 7. 
Equat ion (4) is much simpler to solve than equation (5), so we will handle it first. 
THEOREM 8. The complete  set o f  integral solutions to (4) is {n = 2, m = 1, z = y} and {n = 4, 
m = 3, x = 1,y = 2}. 
PROOF. Applying Case B of Theorem 1 with k = ym y <_ x + (n - 1)/2. 
If y > x (Case B1), then y - 1 _> x so that, modulo y - 1, 
O ~ x ¢~ - yn q- ym - 2. 
This can only hold if y = 2 or y = 3. In either case, applying Theorem 3, n < ey. When all 
possible cases are considered (x = 1,n < 5 for y = 2, x = 1 or 2, n _< 9 for y = 3), the only 
solution found is x = 1, y = 2, n = 4, m = 3. 
If y _< x (Case B2), putt ing ym for k, 
x n-1 < 2Y______~ m _< 2x____~ m 
- n(n- 1) n(n- 1) 
or  
X n -m-1  < 
- n(n - 1)" 
If n = 2, then m -- 1 and y = x and we have the other solution stated. If n > 2, there are no 
solutions (since x _> 1). | 
Equat ion (5) is much harder; in fact, I have not completely solved it. However, there are 
enough partial results so that  all solutions for m = 1 and m = 2 can be found. 
We start by finding all solutions that correspond to Case C2 of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 9. I[ (5) holds and y >_ x + n - 1, then n = 2, m = 1, and y = x + 1. 
PROOF. Using Part  C2 of Theorem 1 with k = _ym,  
yn = X ~ _b ym < X -b q_ ym 
2y  m ~ n/(n--1) 
< (n (n :  1 ) ]  +ym 
<- \n (n -1) ]  +ym 
n(n -  1) + yn-1 
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so that  
1 ( 2 ~n/(n -1)  
1- - - -<  
y n(n - -  1) ]  
If n > 3, the right side is less than 1/3, which is impossible since y _> 2. If n = 2, then m = 1 
and the only solution is y = x + 1. | 
In the remainder of this section, we will assume that  x < y < x + n - 1 and n >_ 3 (since n = 2 
implies that  m = 1 and y = x + 1). 
Our goal is to show that, for any fixed m, equation (5) has only a finite number of readily 
bounded solutions. This will be done in two steps. 
1. A bound will be found on x and y that is polynomial in n. We will actually show that  x 
and y are of order n 2. 
2. We will separately consider the cases of even and odd y. When y is odd, we will find 
a bound on n that  holds for M1 m; this will allow us t'o find all solutions for this case. 
When y is even, we will find a bound on n that  depends on m; this will allow us to show 
that  the number of solutions is bounded for any particular m and thus find all solutions 
for m = 1 and 2. 
We first give a lemma that  will let us find the polynomial bounds on x and y. 
LEMMA 4. 1[(5) hoZds and x < y < x + n - 1, then i f r  = (n - 1)/2, 
1. n - m is even; 
2. r 2> (x + r -  y ) (x  + r + y) and y -  x < r + l /2 ;  
3. i f  m is even, then x + r - y > 1/2; 
4. i f  m is odd, then either n = 3, m = l,  and y = x + l or x + r - y > l.  
PROOF. 
1. Since y + 1 [ x ~, modulo y + 1, 
o - f - ym _= ( -1 )  - ( -1 )  
. 
(x 2 + 2rx),~/2 < x ~ = y~ _ ym < y,~, 
sox  2+2rx<y2or  (x+r )  2<y2+r  2. 
Using the other inequality for x n, 
(x + r) n > x ~ = yn _ ym 
= y (1 - ym- ) 
so  
or  
x + r > y(1 - ym-n) l /n  
1 1 
- Y yn-m-1 >- Y - y 
1 1 
y -x<r+y<_r+~.  
3. I fm is even, then n is also even so that  y-x  < n /2 -1  = (n -2 ) /2  or x+r -y  = 
z + (n -  1 ) /2 -  y > 1/2. 
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4. If  m is odd (this is the most complicated case), then n is also odd so that,  since r is an 
integer, y - x < r. 
If y -  x = r, then 
xe = Y 1-I (Y + J)(Y - J) 
j=l 
= y - 
j= l  
<_y(y2  1) r 
and 
so that  
yn _ ym _> yn _ y,~-2 = yn-2 (y2 _ 1) 
1) < y(y - 1) r 
or  
y2r-2 ~ (y2 _ 1) r-1 " 
If  r > 1, then y2 < y2 _ 1, which is unlikely. 
I f  r = 1, then n = 3, m = 1, and y = x + 1 (i.e., x(x  + 1)(x + 2) = (x + 1) 3 - (x + 1)). | 
We can now establish the polynomial bounds. 
THEOREM 10. / f  (5) holds and x < y < x + n - 1, then i f  m is even then y < (n 2 - 2n)/4;  and 
i f  m is odd, then y < (n 2 - 2n - 3)/8, so that y < n2/Cm, where Cm = 4 i f  m is even and Cm = 8 
i f  m is odd. 
I fm is even, then by Parts 2 and 3 of Lemma 4, x+r -y  >_ 1/2 and x+r+y _> 2y+ 1/2 PROOF. 
SO 
or  
( 1 ) ( 1 )  1 
r2_> 2y+ =y+~ 
Y _< (n -  1 )___~ 2 + 1 _ (n 2 -  2n) 
4 4 4 
If  m is odd, then by Parts  2 and 4 of Lemma 4, x + r -y  > 1 and x +r  + y > 2y + 1 so r 2 >_ 2y + 1 
or  
(r 2 - 1) (n 2 - 2n -  3) 
Y < - - - =  I 2 8 
These bounds do not restrict n in any way. To do this, we will look at the powers of 2 that  
divide each side of equation (5). We will write E( i )  for E( i ,  2). 
Since n[ I  xn and E(n!)  > n - lgn - 2, 
mE(y)  ~- E (yn -m _ 1) > n - lg n - 2. (6) 
We will now use this equation to help prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 11. I f (5 )  holds, x < y < x ÷n-1 ,  and y is even, then, for each fixed m,  there are only 
a f inite number  o f  readily bounded solutions to (5). In particular, the only solutions for m = 1 
orm = 2 axen  -- 3, m -- 1, y -- x+l .  
THEOREM 12. The only solution to (5) with x < y < x + n - 1 and y odd is n = 6, m = 2, 
x = l ,  and y = 3 ( i .e. ,1 ~ = 36 - 32 or 720=729-9) .  
Before proving these theorems, we will give the lemmas they need. The first two, whose 
e lementary proofs will be omitted, give bounds on n when n satisfies an inequality of the form n < 
a lnn  + b. 
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LEMMA 5. Let a be a real number greater than e (the base of natural  logs). Then 
1. there is a unique xa > a such that Xa = a lnxa ;  
2. f i x  > xa, then x > a lnx ;  
3. f fa  < x < xa, then x < a lnx ;  
4. Xa > a lna(1  + ( ln lna) / lna)  and xa < a lna(1  + ( ln lna) / ( lna  - 1)). 
LEMMA 6. I f  n < A lnn  + B where A > 0 and n > 0, then f fa  = Ae B/A and b = e B/A, 
1. i f  a < e, no such n exists; 
2. i ra  > e, then n < xa/b, where Xa is the root of x = a lnx .  
The next lemma evaluates E(y  n - 1) when y is odd and n is even. 
NOTE. I am sure that  this is known; however, I have not been able to find it in the literature. 
LEMMA 7. I f  y >_ 3 is odd and n >_ 2 is even, then 
E (yn _ 1) = E(n)  + max(S(y  - 1), E(y  + 1)). 
PROOF. Let n = 2ab where a = E(n)  > 0 and b is odd. Then, using u 2 - 1 = (u + 1)(u - 1) 
repeatedly, 
yn _ 1 = y 2~'b -- 1 
a--1 
=(yb- -1 ) (yb+l )  ~ (y2~b+l )  
j= l  
so that, since E(y  2jb + 1) = 1 for j > 1, 
E(y"  - 1)= E(y  b -  1) +E(y  b + 1) +a-  1. 
Since y is odd, it is of one of the forms 2Cd ÷ 1 or 2Cd - 1 where c > 2 and d is odd. 
Suppose y = 2Cd + 1. Then E(y  b + 1) = 1. To find E(y  b - 1), 
b 
yb- - l=(2Cd+l )b - - l=2CE (~)2c(~-1)d~. 
i~1 
Since b and d are odd, 2c(i-1)d i is odd for i - 1 and even for i > 1. Therefore, Y~=I 
(~)2c( i -1)d ~is odd so that  E(y  b -  1)=cand 
E(yn  _ 1) -- c+ 1 + a -  1 = E(n)  + E(y -  1). 
Similarly, if y = 2Cd - 1 with c _> 2 and d odd, then E(y  b - 1) = 1 and E(y  b + 1) = E(y  ÷ 1) so 
E(y'~ - 1) = a+c = E(n)  + E(y÷ 1). 
In both cases, c = max(E(y  - 1), E(y  + 1)). | 
NOTE. There is a similar result, that  will not be proved here, that states that  if y _> 2 is even 
and an odd prime p divides y - 1, then 
E (y'~ - 1, p) = E(n ,  p) + E(y  - 1, p). 
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The proof is similar (expanding yJ using the binomial theorem) and (at least in my version) 
depends on the lemma that if i < pE(n,p) then 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. Since y is even, yn-m_ 1 is odd, so, from equation (6) and Theorem 10, 
n < lgn + 2 +mE(y)  
< lgn+2+mE ~ 
_< (2m + 1) lgn + 2 -  mlgcm.  
If m is even, 
n< ( 2m + l ) lg n - 2m + 2, 
and if m is odd, 
n< (2m + l ) lgn -3m + 2. 
In either case, Lemma 6 implies that there are only a finite number of n that satisfy the inequality, 
so that, by Theorem 10, there are only a finite number of solutions to (5) for any fixed m. 
If m = 1, then n < 31gn, so that n < 9. If m = 2, then n < 51gn - 1, so that n _< 20. By 
examining all possible n, y, and x, we find the stated result. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 12. Since y is odd, ym is odd, so, from equation (6) and Theorem 10, 
n < lgn+2+E(y  ~-m - 1) 
= lgn + 2 + E(n-  m) + max(E(y -  1),E(y + 1)) 
< lgn + 2 + lgn  +lg(y  + 1) 
< 21gn+2+lg  ~ 
= 41gn + 2 -  lgcm. 
When m is even, n < 41gn, so that n < 16. When m is odd, n < 41gn-  1, so that n < 14. By 
examining all possible cases (this is more involved since m varies as well as y and x), we find the 
stated conclusion. | 
4. THE n th POWER CLOSEST TO x e 
In this section, we will show that the closest n th power to x ~ is (x ÷ [(n - 1)/2]) n whenever x
is large enough compared to n. We will then find the smallest value of x that makes this so. 
The following notation is used throughout this section: we are given integers x and n with x >_ 1 
and n _> 3. From these we get r = (n -  1)/2, u = x + r, and v = (xn) Un. It  turns out that u 
occurs more naturally in many results than x does, and the results here will usually be stated in 
terms of u rather than x. u and x are interchangably considered as functions of each other and n, 
and v as a function of u (or x) and n. We define w(x, n) as the integer y that minimizes [yn _ x~l. 
We begin with a series of elementary results for which the proofs are only sketched. 
LEMMA 8. 
r 2 
O<u-v~ - -  
(2u - T)" 
PROOF. Follows from (2) in the form 
(U 2 - r2 )  n/2 ~_ V n < U n. 
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LEMMA 9. For any d > O, i fu  > (r 2 + dr)/(2d),  then u - v < d. 
This shows that ,  if u is large enough, then u - v can be made as small  as desired. 
We now show that  u - v is a str ict ly decreasing function of u. 
LEMMA 10. U -- V is a strictly decreasing function of  u. 
PROOf. Since u --- x + r, this is equivalent o showing that ,  if g(x) = (xa) 1/n, then g'(x) > 1. 




1 ~-~ 1 1 -1/n 
n 5=0 x + j > = \5=0 
| 
The next results give, for x large enough compared with n, the integer y such that  yn < x a < 
(y + 1) n. (By Theorem 1, Par t  A, there cannot be equality.) 
THEOREM 13. I f  n is even and u > (n 2 - n)/4, then 
(u 
i f  n is odd and u h (n 2 -- 1)/8, then 
(u - l )  n <x  n<u n. 
PROOF. From (2), x ~ < u n < (u + 1/2)% We then use Lemma 9 to find out how large u needs 
to be to make v > u - 1/2 for even n and v > u - 1 for odd n. | 
This  shows that ,  if x is at least of order n 2, then w(x ,n)  is either u - 1/2 or u + 1/2 if n is 
even and either u - 1 or u if n is odd. The next result decides between these choices. 
THEOREM 14. I f  n is even and u >_ (n 2 - n) /4  then w(x,  n) = u - 1/2; i f  n is odd and u > 
(n 2 + 3n - 4) /4  then w(x,  n) = u. 
PROOF. I f  n is even, by the binomial  theorem, 
so that  (, 
By Theorem 13, if u > (n 2 - n) /4  then both (u + 1/2) n - v ~ and v ~ - (u - 1/2) n are positive, 
so (u - 1/2) ~ is closer to x n. 
The proof for odd n is harder. We will assume that  u n -v  n > v n -  (u -  1) n (i.e., that  
w(x,  n) = u - 1) and u > (n 2 - 1)/8 (so that  both sides of the preceding inequal i ty are posit ive) 
and derive a bound on u. 
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Apply ing Lemmas 1 and 8, 
v n - (u -1 )  n>n(u-1)  n-1 (2u- r  2 - r )  
(2u - r) 
and u ~ - v ~ < nun-lr2/(2u - r) so that  (u - 1)~-1(2u - r 2 - r)  < u~-lr  2. Writ ing u ~-1 - (u - 
1) ~-1 < (n -1)u  n-2 in the form (u - l )  n-1 > un-2(u-2r),  we get 2u2-u(2r2+5r)+2r2(r+l) < 0 
which is certain ly false for 
u _> (2r2 + 5r) (It2 + 3n - 4) ' 
2 4 
Now that  we know which n th power is closest to x e (at least for x large enough), we want to 
find out how small  x can be and stil l have the result hold. The basic result that  allows this to 
be done is the following result, which shows how close u n is to x ~. 
THEOREM 15. Let 




n - I  1 j)2i. 
S i (n)= ~ ~ ( r -  
j=0 
(u  n )  ~S i (n )  Sk(n) 
- -  _< In ~-g _< u 2---T- -[- U 2k (1 - r2 /u2)"  
i=l 
PROOF. Follows from 
n-1  
(x") -- 1-[ ( - (r - 
j=O 
and the result,  valid for k _> 1 and 0 _< z < 1, 
k zi k -  1 zi 
7 _< - In ( l -  z)_< E 7 + - -  
i=1 i=1 
Z k 
k(1 - z)" 
and 
l U n n 3 -- It n 3 -- n < In < 
24u -------~- -- x-~ -- 24 (u s -- r 2) 
n 2 1 < In < 
24u 2 - - 24(u 2 - r2 )  " 
To convert these inequalit ies involving logs to inequalit ies using differences, we will use the 
following result. 
LEMMA 11. I f  c /u  2 <_ In(a/b) < c/(u 2 - r 2) where a, b, and c are al] positive, then 
A. a -  b >_ bc/u2; 
B. a - b <_ ac/(u 2 - r2); for any d > 0, 
C. if u > r x/1 + l/d, then a - b < ac(1 + d)/u2; 
D. if u > r v/1 + c/(r2d), then a - b >_ ac(1 - d)/u 2. 
PROOF. Follows from the inequal ity true for all z > 0 that  
1 
1 - -  _< lnz< z -1 .  1 
z 
App ly ing  this to Corol lary 1 we get the following bounds on u ~ - x ~ and u - v. 
COROLLARY i. 
In what  follows, we will use the explicit  expansions Sl(n) = (n 3 - n ) /24  and S2(n) = (n 3 - 
n) (3n 2 - 7)/960. 
Sett ing k = 1 in Theorem 15, and using v = (x~) 1/n, we get the following bounds.  
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THEOREM 16. For any d > O, 
A. u ~ - x ~ > za(n  3 - n)/(24u2);  
B. u n - x ~ < u~(n 3 - n) / (24(u  2 - r2)); 
C. i f  u >_ r v/1 + 1/d, then 
U n _ 3: ~ <_ 
u n-2 (n 3 - n) (1 +d) .  
24 
D. Ku  > r X/1 + n(n  + 1)/ (6d(n - 1)), then  
U n _ X 5 
u n-2 (n 3 - n) (1 - d) 
24 
E. u -  v > v(n 2 - 1)/(24u2); 
F. u -  v < u(n 2 - 1)/(24(u 2 -  r2)); 
G. K u > r v /~ + l /d ,  then u - v < (n 2 - 1)(1 + d)/(24u);  
H. i fu  > r V/1 + (n + 1)/ (6d(n - 1)), then 
u - -v> (n2 - 1) (1 - d) 
(24u) 
As an immediate  corollary, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. 
U n i t  
l im --=_ = lim -=1,  
U---*OO X n Z$---*OO V 
l im (un - xe)  - (n3 - n) 
u-.c~ u n-2 24 ' 
and 
lira u(u-  v) - (n2-  1) 
~-~ 24 
The final l imit here suggests that  the value of u for which u - v = d is approx imate ly  (n 2 - 
1)/24d. The next theorem confirms this and gives good bounds on the smallest value of u (as a 
function of d) for which u - v = d. 
From now on, we will wr i te c for (n 2 - 1)/24. 
THEOREM 17. For any d > O, 
A. i f  u > c /d  + 6d, then u - v < d; 
B. i f c>4d 2 and2d<u<c/d -2d ,  thenu-v>d.  
PROOF. Suppose u -v  _> d. Then, from part  F of Theorem 16, d <_ u -v  < uc / (u  2 - r  2) 
or (u - c/d) 2 <_ (c/2d) 2 + r 2. Apply ing Lemma 2, u < c/d + r2d/c < c /d  + 6d since r2 /c  = 
6(n-  1 ) / (n  + 1) < 6. 
Suppose u - v < d. Then, from part  E of Theorem 16, 
vc ( u - d)c 
d>_u-v>-~ > u2 
or (u - c/2d) 2 > (c/2d) 2 - c. I f  c <: 4d 2, this conveys no information. If c > 4d 2, we must  have 
either u > c/2d + v/ (c /2d)  2 - c or u <_ c/2d - X/(c/2d) 2 - c. Since y/ (c /2d)  2 - c > c/2d - 2d, 
we must  have either u > c/d - 2d or u < 2d. Therefore, if 2d < u < c/d - 2d, then u - v > d. | 
Sett ing d -- 1 and d -- 1/2 in this result we get the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3. 
A. Hu>_c+6,  thenu-v<l .  
B. Hu  > c/2 + 3, then u -  v < l /2.  
C. Hn> lOand2<u<c-2 ,  thenu-v> l. 
D. Hn>Land l  <u<c/2 -1 ,  thenu-v>l /2 .  
We can now refine Theorem 14 and give more precise condit ions under which (x + [(n - 1)/2])n 
is the closest n th  power to x n. 
THEOREM 18. 
A. I f  n is odd, then 
1. if  u < c/2 - 1, then u n is not the closest n th power to xa; 
2. for any d < 1/2, if n > 24d(1 - d)/ (1 - 2d) - 1 and u > c/d ÷ 6d, then u n is the 
closest n th  power to x ~. 
B. I f  n is even, then 
1. i fu  _< c - 2, then (u - 1/2) n is not the closest n th power to xn; 
2. for any 1/2 < d < 1, i fn  > 12d(3/2 - d)/(1 - d) - 1 and u > c /d+ 6d, then u n is the 
closest n th power to x ~. 
The proof is stra ightforward and is omitted.  
As an immediate  consequence of this result, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. I f  un is the smallest value of u such that the n th power closest to x ~ is described 
by Theorem 18 then, 
l im un n_~ ~ = 1, 
where d = 1 for even n and d = 1/2 for odd n. 
Theorem 17 demarcates  the regions in which u - v < d and u - c > d very nicely. The size of 
the interval is only 8d, and this depends olely on d and not at all on n. Led by these results, it 
is natura l  to numerical ly investigate for various values of n the first values of x and u - c/d for 
which x ~ > (u - d) n. 
Table 1 shows the results of the computat ion.  In this table, d -- 1/2 for even n and d = 1 for 
odd n. 
The regular i ty and per iodic i ty shown here astonished me. The remainder of this section is 
devoted to explaining these results. However, the explanat ions are valid only for "sufficiently 
large" n, with no indicat ion given in the proof as to how large n has to be. Natural ly,  I believe 
that  the result is valid for all n. 
We assume in what  follows that  there is a posit ive constant A such that  u > An 2 or, in the 
s tandard  "big-oh" notat ion,  n = 0(ul/2).  By Theorem 17, this is the type  of bound on u (as a 
function of n) that  we need. 
What  we will do is to assume that  u - v -- d and n -- O(uW2). Using Theorem 15 with k = 2 
(k = 1 was used in deriving Theorem 17), we will derive an expression for d in terms of u that  is 
accurate  within O(1/u2). We will then invert this to express u as a function of d within O(1/n2). 
We will f inally use this to account for the surprising table above. 
In the rest of this section, in addit ion to using 
Sl(n) (u s - 1) 
C ~ 
n 24 ' 
we define 
and 
b-  S (n) _ (n 2 -  1)(3n - 7 )  
n 960 
c 2 (n 2 - 1 ) (13n 2 - 37) 
a=b- - -= 
2 5760 
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Table 1. 
C C 
n x u -~ n x u 
d 
2 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 
4 3 
4 1 1 1- 5 1 2 
4 
6 2 1 7 7 1 2 
12 
1 2 
8 3 i -  9 1 I -  
4 3 
10 5 1 1 11 2 2 
4 
12 8 1 7 13 3 2 
12 
14 11 1-1 15 4 1 2 
4 3 
16 15 1-1 17 6 2 
4 
7 
18 20 1 - -  19 8 2 
12 
20 25 1-1 21 10 1 2 
4 3 
1 
22 31 1 - 23 13 2 
4 
24 38 1 --7 25 16 2 
12 
26 45 1 1 27 19 1 2 
4 3 
28 53 1-1 29 23 2 
4 
30 62 1 --7 31 27 2 
12 
Note that c = O(u) ,  b = O(u2), and a = O(u2).  Also note that, by Theorem 17, d -- O(1). 
We first derive the expression for d. 
THEOREM 19. 
c a  (~22) d=u-v= -+ +0 u ~ 
PROOF. From Theorem 15 with k = 2, we have 
(:) In = u2 u4 + O 
u2 +0 
When we exponentiate this using the expansion valid for w <_ 0 and any integer k > 0 
k-1 Wj wk 
j=0 
where 0 < z < 1, we get the stated result. 
We now invert this to get u in terms of d. 
n th Power  o f  an  In teger  
THEOREM 20. I [d> O, then,/ 'or large enough n, the value of  u such that u - v = d is 
u=~+Tg+o 
PROOF. Since 
u 7 ~+° ' 
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(1) 
u = ~ + a-~u~ +o 
= ~ + o(1)  = 1 + o 
so that 
- = 1 + 0  
U 
and 
u- ~ = 1+0 . 















10 (n 2 - 1) + O 
13d 12d 
m 
10 5 (n 2 - 1) 
+w+o . 
From this, we easily deduce the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 5. For any fixed d > 0 and D > O, for large enough n, i f  
c 13d 
u>~+w+D,  
then u - v < d and i f  
c 13d 
u< ~+5-g-D,  
then u - v > d. 
We can now use this result to explain the surprising table following Corollary 4. 
THEOREM 21. Suppose 24d = 2p/q, where p and q are relatively prime posit ive integers. Let  Xd 
be the smallest integer such that u - v < d. 
Then, i f  30 does not divide p or q does not divide 13, and n is large enough, 
c B/J d/ 
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where B(j,  d) = (j2 _ 1)/24d - (j - 1)/2, and j = (n mod 2p). 
PROOF. As shown above, for large enough n, if u - v = d, then u = c/d + 13/10d + O(1/n2). 
Our first step is to write the x corresponding to u (x = u - (n - 1)/2) as a fraction with a 
denominator independent of n. If this fraction is not an integer, then the smallest integer Xd for 
which u - v < d is [Xd]. 
c (n - l )13  (~2)  
z -  d - - -~  + Td-~ + O 
(n2-1)q  (n - l )13p  (n~)  
- 2p - -Y -  +l-TNq +°  
1/ 00  (n (5) 
= 120pq + 0 
N(n,p,q)120pq +0(~) .  
Suppose 120pq ] N(n,p,  q). Then 60q I N(n,p,  q) so that 60q [ 13p 2. Since p and q are relatively 
prime, 60 [ p2 (which is equivalent o 30 I P) and q I 13. Therefore, if 30 does not divide p or q 
does not divide 13, 120pq does not divide N(n, p, q). 
Applying Corollary 5 with D = 1/120pq, we see that, if p and q are as stated above, and n is 
large enough, Xd = Ix] and Xd # x, where x = c/d - (n - 1)/2 + 13d/10. 
The final step in the proof is to find an expression for Ix]. 
Let n = 2pi + j where j = n mod 2p. Then 
c q (j2 _ 1) 
-~ = 2qi(pi + j) + 2p 
and 
so that  
and 
(n - 1) (j - 1) 
- p i  + - - ,  
2 2 
x = 2qi(pi + j) - pi + (q ( j2 -1 )2p- ( j -1 ) )  +O(~2)  
Xd = 2qi(pi + j) -- Pi + [ (q(j2 -1 )  - (j -1 ) )  
- -  d 2 B( j ,d )  + B( j ,d )  + . 
For our final result, we will find more exactly than the special cases of Theorem 18 the first u 
such that  (u -d1)  ~ is closer to x ~ than (u -d2)  n, where 0 _< dl < d2. The proof is fairly involved, 
so many details are suppressed. 
THEOREM 22. Let u* = u*(n, dl, d~ ) be the smallest value of u such that (u -d l  ) n is closer to x ~ 
than (u - d2) n, where 0 < dl < d2. Then, 
= + + -2 -  + o 
where d = (dl + d2)/2, D = (d2 - dl)/2, c = (n 2 - 1)/24, and r = (n - 1)/2. 
Note that,  as D --~ 0, Theorem 22 becomes Theorem 18--a comforting verification. 
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PROOF. u* is the value of u for which x n is midway between (u - dl) '~ and (u - d2) n or when 
2V n = (U - dl) n + (u - d2) n. 
We will now, as in the proof of Theorem 20, solve this equation for u in terms of n, dl, and d2. 
Exponentiat ing 
In , u2 u4 + O , 
we get 
1- (v /u )  n n 2 n 5 1 n 4 n s (~g)  
n -- 24u 3 (2- 242u 4) 24u - -5  + ~ + (6. 243u 6) + O . 
If 
2v n = (u - d , )  + (u - d2)" ,  
1-  (v/U)nn _ Dlu (n-1)D2u 2 (n -1 ) (n -  + 0 ( -~  ) 
_ n 2 n 1 n 4 n s (_~.g) 
24u ------5 242u 2 24u -------5 + ~ + (6. 243u °) + O , 
where D1 = (dl -[- d2)/2, D2 = (d~ + d2)/4, and Da = (d 3 + d3)/12. 
Equat ing these two expressions for (1 - (v /u )n) /n  and solving for u, we get the stated result. 1 
Using this, we get the following refinements of Theorem 18. 
J 
COROLLARY 6. The smallest value of u such that u n is closer to x ~ than (u - 1) n is 
(n2 -1)  (n - l )13  (1 )  
1- - - - - -~ + --- - - - -~ + ~-~ + 0 . 
PROOF. Set dl = 1 and d2 = 0 in Theorem 22. | 
COROLLARY 7. The smallest value ofu  such that (u - 1/2) n is closer to x ~ than (u - 3/2) n is 
+ - - -U -  + + o . 
PROOF. Set dl = 3/2 and d2 = 1/2 in Theorem 22. 
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